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About This Game

Lament, an NES styled Action-Platformer about a wolf with a buster sword!

Inspired mostly by Castlevania and Ninja Gaiden on the NES. Swing your way through countless enemies
and try to restore the cursed sword to its former glory!
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3 years later... Nothing.. If you love 4X strategy games this is a must than. Taking what made Civilization 5 great and foucsing
on china instead. The battles are as well nice to watch. DON'T EXPECT A TOTAL WAR. I've seen countless reviews hating
the game just due to total war three kingdom and its just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that are both
focusing on different elements. If you like 4X games get this.. The worst monetary decision i've ever made...

yes, worse than a selfie stick.. Die Steuerung macht das Spiel so unfassbar schlecht. The best relaxing game. Excellent. Very
creative.
Your objective is to guess the object in the hidden picture. You can reveal a small portion of the picture by clicking, and of
course, the fewer clicks you need, the better. There are hundreds of pictures for you to guess. And various potions to help you.
Aside from these normal problems, there are some bizarre challenges, such as guessing a twisted picture, a mosaic-ed picture, a
scrambled picture, and more.
Each chapter contains 16 puzzles, and between chapters there are search-for-hidden-object levels. What's creative about this is
that, you don't just search for listed objects in the scene. Instead, you search for listed objects that SHOULD be in the scene but
actually are NOT.

Recommended for everyone. Well, non-native players may need a dictioinary, but still recommended. This is definitely one of
the best games in Popcap complete pack.

+ creative playstyle
+ various powerups
+ lots and lots of levels
- occasionaly a synonym of the correct answer is judged incorrect
9 out of 10, marvelous.
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Awesome scenery, various weapons and strategies.

-You absolutely need to start you combo's before you enemy reaches you.-

It starts out pretty bland, just a few types of Ork, pretty straightforward combat. It very quickly becomes a lot more ...
interesting. There's no Arkham\/Assassins creed timed combat. You need to crowd control intelligently, kite around mobs and
use your firepower properly.

Early on, you're just chopping your ways through hordes. Soon enough, you'll need to be smart about picking your first enemy,
keeping an appropriate distance and timing your blows. There are no warnings or prompts, only enemies whose attacks are not
interrupted unless you end an appropriate combo before they can hit you.

11 hours of great fun on medium.. Incredibly fun game, excellent aesthetic and quality soundtrack. Definitely one of those
hidden gem games.. If you like puzzle games, you'll like this one. Some levels are fairly easy to complete, others require a bit of
thought and maybe a tap on the hint button. I got this game using a discount coupon on steam and it's one of the few which
actually presented value for money. Fun to play and young kids will love it.

I can't say there is any reason to dislike the game. How long it will remain playable after completion remains a mystery!. The
story is more about war, fighting, ally-making, throne inheritance, and supernatural stuff. The characters are well-written, as
their personalities are unique and have specialties that make them stand out. The story doesn't quite change much, but your
choices influence the outcome of the endings. The ending is rather short, though. Like, really short. Kind of wished there was
more of an exposition in the end, but the meat of the story was rather filling. Plus there a little bit of incest with a character.
Why oh why.... I play a lot of these kind of games but rarely do I find a glitch. Everything was going great until I had to use the
help button and it pointed at a gravestone but it cannot be touched as there is an idicator arrow that comes up and when it sends
you there, that place has nothing using the help button. I hate wasting my time.. 100 \/ 10 Ricardo Milos
100 \/ 10 Anime girl
100 \/ 10 Meme

Do you want to be greeted by Ricardo Milos when booting the system?
Or an anime girl in a bekin?
Then this program is for you.
I'd add - U Got That "Ricardo Milos - dance". Fantastic online co-op twin stick. (that I play with mouse and keyboard)
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